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In view of the fact that block methods are adequate to numerically
approximate second order ordinary differential equations, which can
be developed with or without the presence of higher derivatives,
although still possessing the same order, we introduce block methods
of equal order with and without the presence of higher derivatives
using the linear block approach. The resulting block methods are
employed to solve the second order ordinary differential equations.
The accuracy of the block methods is investigated with respect to their
absolute error. It is found that the block method with the presence of
higher derivative has better accuracy.
1. Introduction
The numerical solution for general second order ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) of the form
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 yyxfy  ,, (1)
can be achieved by a number of numerical methods [1-3]. Block methods are
one of the approaches that have adequately provided impressive solution to
equations of the form (1) as seen in the works of [4-8]. However, these block
methods can be developed with or without the presence of higher derivatives
[9, 10].
Block methods without the presence of higher derivatives for solving
second order ODEs take the general form
 ,102110 knknknknkn YCYChYBYAYA   (2)
whereas block methods with the presence of higher derivatives for solving
second order ODEs are written in the following form:
 knknknknkn YCYChYBYAYA  
102110
 ,103 knkn YDYDh   (3)
where ,0A ,1A ,1B ,0C ,1C 0D and 1D  are matrices as defined from the






kn yyyY   ...,,, 21 and
    
 
 








kn yyyY  
Note that there are certain k-step values that would result in the block
method of the forms (2) and (3) above having the same order. This is stated
by the propositions below.
Proposition 1.1. The order of the 1k -step block method of the form
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Proposition 1.2. The order of the 2k -step block method of the form




























is  .12 2 k
Note that ,, 21 mkk   where m is the order of the differential equation
for which the block method is developed. Therefore, with respect to
Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, this article will present equal order block methods
of the forms (2) and (3), respectively. The development of the block methods
using the linear block approach is documented in Section 2 while the
convergence properties of the block methods are discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 considers certain second order ODEs for comparing the equal
order block methods and the conclusion of this article is inserted in
Section 5.
2. Methodology
This section will introduce the linear block approach as algorithms for
developing the block methods of the forms (2) and (3).
The first algorithm presented is to develop block methods of the form (2)
for any step length 1kk   for solving second order ODEs.
Algorithm 2.1
START
Step 1. Obtain the block method from the given expression
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   and ,
1DAi

   where
     

















































































































































































Next, the second algorithm is presented for developing block methods of
the form (3) for any step length 2kk   for solving second order ODEs.
Algorithm 2.2
START
Step 1. Obtain the block method from the given expression































 ,,, inininin yyxff  
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   with
     












































































































































































































































The next step is to determine the values of 1k  and 2k  that should be
chosen in order for both block methods defined in (2) and (3) have equal
order. From observation, choosing 51 k in equation (2) will produce a
block method of order 6 (Proposition 1.1) whereas, choosing 22 k  in
equation (2) will also produce a block method of order 6 (Proposition 1.2).
Therefore, this article will develop a five-step block method and a two-step
third-derivative block method (both of order 6) for solving second order
ODEs.
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2.1. Developing five-step block method using linear block approach
The linear block approach is employed to develop the block method (2)
with .51 k  This implies a resultant five-step block method. From Step 1 of
Algorithm 2.1, after expansion, the expected expressions are as given below:
 ,551441331221111011   nnnnnnnnn ffffffyhyy
 ,2 552442332222112022   nnnnnnnnn ffffffyhyy
 ,3 553443333223113033   nnnnnnnnn ffffffyhyy
 ,4 554444334224114044   nnnnnnnnn ffffffyhyy
 555445335225115055 5   nnnnnnnnn ffffffyhyy
(6)
with first derivative schemes obtained from Step 2 of Algorithm 2.1 as
 ,551441331221111011   nnnnnnnn ffffffyy
 ,552442332222112022   nnnnnnnn ffffffyy
 ,553443333223113033   nnnnnnnn ffffffyy
 ,554444334224114044   nnnnnnnn ffffffyy
 .555445335225115055   nnnnnnnn ffffffyy
(7)
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Hence,
         
         
         

































































































































































































































         
         
         
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         
         
         















































































































































































































































         
         
         
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         
         
         











































































































































































































































While the first derivative coefficients are obtained as
         
         
         
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         
         
         
































































































































































































































         
         
         
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         
         
         





























































































































































































































         
         
         












































































































































































































































2   nnnnnn fff
h
yhyy
,16101272 543   nnn fff




3   nnnnnn fff
h
yhyy




4   nnnnnn fff
h
yhyy




5   nnnnnn fff
h
yhyy
,27512506250 543   nnn fff
 3211 48279814274751440   nnnnnn ffff
h
yy






 3213 11411421951160   nnnnnn ffff
h
yy






 3215 25025037595288   nnnnnn ffff
h
yy
.95375 54   nn ff (8)












































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.2. Developing two-step third-derivative block method using linear
block approach
The block method of the form (3) having equal order to (8) is developed
using the linear block approach. This implies that 22 k  and the expected
block method is the two-step third-derivative block method. Therefore, to
develop the two-step third-derivative block method from Algorithm 2.2
implies that Step 1 takes the following form:
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 ,22111101221111011   nnnnnnnnn gggfffyhyy
 22211202222112022 2   nnnnnnnnn gggfffyhyy
(9)
while Step 2 gives first derivative schemes as
 ,22111101221111011   nnnnnnnn gggfffyy
 .22211202222112022   nnnnnnnn gggfffyy
(10)
Hence,
   
       
       
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   
       
       



































































































































































































































While the first derivative coefficients are obtained as
   
       
       
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   
       
       










































































































































































































































  nnn ggg
h






  nnn ggg
h









































































































































































































































This section has adequately presented the linear block approach for
developing multistep block methods with and without the presence of higher
derivatives for solving second order ODEs. The algorithms presented helped
in developing the equal order five-step block method and two-step third-
derivative block method. Before adopting these block methods to solve
certain second order ODEs, their convergence properties are tested as seen in
the next section.
3. Convergence Properties of Five-step and Two-step
Third-derivative Block Methods
A linear multistep method is convergent iff it is consistent and zero-
stable [11].
Definition 3.1. A linear multistep method is consistent if it has order
.1p
3.1. Order of the block methods
The order of each block method is investigated to see if they satisfy the
condition for consistency.
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3.1.1. Order of the five-step block method
To obtain the order of the five-step block method, the y and f-values in
equation (8) are expanded about nxx   to obtain
                

















































for ,5...,,2,1  while the next term of expression (12) is given as












































This gives the order of the integrators of the five-step block method (8) to be
of order   .6,6,6,6,6 T Therefore, the five-step block method is consistent
since each integrator has order greater than one.
3.1.2. Order of the two-step third-derivative block method
The order of the two-step third-derivative block method is obtained by
adopting Taylor series expansions about nxx   on the y and f-values in
equation (11) to yield
              
















































































for ,2,1  while the next term of expression (13) is given as
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This gives the order of the integrators of the two-step third-derivative block
method (11) to be of order   .6,6,6,6,6 T  Therefore, the two-step third-
derivative block method is consistent since each integrator has order greater
than one.
3.2. Zero-stability of the block methods
The second condition to affirm the convergence of the block methods
is its zero-stability. Therefore, the zero-stability of both block methods is
checked.
3.2.1. Zero-stability of the five-step block method
To analyze the five-step block method (8) for zero-stability, the roots of
the first characteristic polynomial   15 AzIz   must be simple or less
than one. This implies that















































Solving   0 z  yields roots .1,0,0,0,0z  This implies that the five-
step block method is zero-stable since  z  has roots satisfying .1iz
3.2.2. Zero-stability of the two-step third-derivative block method
To ensure the zero-stability property of the two-step third-derivative
block method (11), the roots of the first characteristic polynomial    z
12 AzI   must be simple or less than one. This implies that
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Solving   0 z  yields roots .1,0z  This implies that the two-step
third-derivative block method is zero-stable since  z  has roots satisfying
.1iz
3.3. Convergence of the block methods
The block methods (both five-step and two-step third-derivative) are
consistent and zero-stable, hence the block methods are convergent.
4. Results and Discussion
This section compares the solutions of using the five-step block method
and the two-step third-derivative block method to solve second order ODEs.
The numerical results are shown in the tables that follow.




















This non-linear IVP is solved with both block methods for different
values of h.
Table 1. Comparison of the MAXE for the two-step third-derivative block
method with the five-step block method for solving Problem 1

























































This IVP is solved with both block methods for arbitrary h-value of 0.1.
Table 2. Comparison of error for the two-step third-derivative block method
with the five-step block method for solving Problem 2
x Exact solution Error (five-step) Error (two-step third-derivative)
1.6707963 10.757505154512440 5.151140E-09 3.069900E-11
1.7707963 11.440571114850624 1.334270E-08 1.167066E-10
1.8707963 12.117219224149572 2.190252E-08 2.805081E-10
1.9707963 12.797566523037613 3.079639E-08 5.216183E-10
2.0707963 13.495477735594729 4.232676E-08 8.635972E-10
2.1707963 14.228892959748389 6.726021E-08 1.301975E-09
2.2707963 15.020158005461941 9.721698E-08 1.860711E-09
2.3707963 15.896359603943548 1.279777E-07 2.530653E-09
2.4707963 16.889668457333944 1.592248E-07 3.335742E-09
2.5707963 18.037693904293672 1.941634E-07 4.261651E-09
2.6707963 19.383854843605825 2.475532E-07 5.332211E-09
2.7707963 20.977772486823675 3.067266E-07 6.527593E-09
2.8707963 22.875691504218388 3.655920E-07 7.871868E-09
2.9707963 25.140937188651680 4.234174E-07 9.339558E-09














This BVP is solved with both block methods for arbitrary h-value of 0.1.
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Table 3. Comparison of error for the two-step third-derivative block method
with the five-step block method for solving Problem 3
x Exact solution Error (five-step) Error (two-step third-derivative)
0.1 0.1473578423315105522 3.9264E-10 1.4271e-11
0.2 0.2501521453643629706 6.4696E-10 2.4410e-11
0.3 0.3134150434783113246 9.2804E-10 3.0197e-11
0.4 0.3417830274657172495 1.2363E-09 3.2938e-11
0.5 0.3395433480897782740 1.4269E-09 3.2451e-11
0.6 0.3106769243311606451 1.1821E-09 2.9733e-11
0.7 0.2588981857631909141 8.7975E-10 2.4649e-11
0.8 0.1876922478114886794 5.9615E-10 1.7948e-11
0.9 0.1003497919605339375 3.2680E-10 9.5500e-12
Problem 4.   ,cos4sin3 32 xxxxxxxyy    ,10 y
  .1sin21 y
Exact solution:   .sin12 xxy 
This BVP is solved with both block methods for arbitrary h-value of .
8
1
Table 4. Comparison of error for the two-step third-derivative block method
with the five-step block method for solving Problem 4
x Exact solution Error (five-step) Error (two-step third-derivative)
0.125 –0.122726690676083510 1.098765e-06 2.578115e-08
0.250 –0.231941211801115270 1.109993e-06 2.580291e-08
0.375 –0.314765454683322120 1.116335e-06 2.584644e-08
0.500 –0.359569153953152250 1.115334e-06 2.588933e-08
0.625 –0.356543650698094180 1.111100e-06 2.596347e-08
0.750 –0.298216957510208660 1.133925e-06 2.601951e-08
0.875 –0.179893008336568850 1.154887e-06 2.609299e-08
1.000 0.0000000000000000000 1.158486e-06 2.610752e-08
Tables 1-4 have displayed comparisons between the five-step block
method and the two-step third-derivative block method for solving second
order ODEs. The ODEs considered included both initial and boundary value
problems. Although, both block methods considered are of same order 6, the
two-step third-derivative block method gave better accuracy than the five-
step block method. Varying values of h were also considered as seen in
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Problem 1 and the two-step third-derivative block method also gave better
accuracy with faster rate of convergence. This superiority in terms of
accuracy for the block method with the presence of higher derivative (two-
step third-derivative) is because the presence of the derivative includes more
information about the problem to be solved. Hence, there is an increase in
accuracy.
5. Conclusion
We introduced two families of block methods having equal order (i.e.,
block methods with and without the presence of higher derivatives). The
resulting equal order block methods were adopted to solve second order
ODEs encompassing both initial and boundary value problems. From the
results obtained, the block method with the presence of higher derivative
has better accuracy than the block method without the presence of
higher derivatives. Therefore, block methods with the presence of higher
derivatives are more suitable for numerically approximating second order
ODEs.
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